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2018 Couples Invitational
Rule Sheet
FORMAT: 18 HOLE 2 Person Chapman Format – see below for format explanation
All other rules governed by the RCGA and our Club’s Local Rules will apply.
Men will play white tees and Ladies will play from the red tees

** If a rules incident is in doubt, play 2 balls and check with The Committee during play if reasonable to do
so or after completion of play prior to signing your scorecard.
Format Explanation
1.
Each player hits a tee shot from the designated tee blocks
2.
Player “A” hits player “B’s” tee shot. Player “B” hits player “A’s” tee shot
3.
After seconds shots are hit, a determination is to be made by the Team what shot is most
advantageous for them to use. If it is determined player “A’s” second shot is more advantageous,
player “B” must take the next stroke for the Team. And the opposite applies if player “B’s” second shot
is determined to be more advantageous.
4.
After the 3rd shot has been made, finish the hole in an alternate shot fashion
Please note for all Par 3’s – step 3 commences after the tee shot as opposed to the second shot as applicable
to par 4’s and 5’s.
Local Rules :
 Fairway bunkers are to be played as rake and place
 “New” Staked Trees UNDER 6 FT are to be played as ground under repair, (1) Club length relief no
closer to the hole (no penalty), all ornamental grass beds are to be played the same.
 Local rules on Road Holes 1, 2, 3, 14 – if you cross the road, drop (2) Clubs lengths from the point of
entry. (1) Stroke Penalty. (may play from inside ditch as a hazard on hole that is being played)
 Lateral hazard, Water hazard and OB are defined from stake to stake. The grass cut line shall not be
used to determine hazard lines or OB boundaries.
- TIE FOR FIRST PLACE ONLY (GROSS SCORE) WILL BE DECIDED BY A 100 yrd SHOOTOUT ON #18. All other ties
will be settled by Retrogression.
Special Holes:
Closest to the Pin:
Closest to the Pin:
Closest to the Pin:
Closest to the Pin:

Hole #2 LADIES
Hole #5 MEN
Hole #15 MEN
Hole #17 LADIES

HAVE FUN & ENJOY YOUR DAY AT WIDDER STATION!!

